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WE ALL KNOW NO ONE READS LABELS, SO…

“most visitors spend ten 
seconds in front of an 
object—seven to read the 
label, three to examine the 
thing itself”
- Gail Gregg, ArtNews, “Your Labels 
Make Me Feel Stupid,” 07/01/10 12:00 am, 
http://www.artnews.com/2010/07/01/your-labels-make-me-
feel-stupid/

“Something that didn’t require me to re-read it to comprehend 
the content, but that I may have wanted to re-read because it was 
so interesting, fun, or provocative. …I want to be glad I took the 
time to read it, that it was worthwhile. 

Turn ons: Texts that are clever, fresh, and make me feel intelligent. 
Turn offs: Chirpy, overly familiar labels – ones that use “we” and 
“you,” give too many instructions to “Look at this” or
“Notice that,” and end with exclamation marks.”

- Beverly Serrell, “Best Practices in Museum Exhibition Writing 
(2004)” http://www.museum-ed.org/best-practices-in-museum-exhibition-writing-2004/

http://www.artnews.com/2010/07/01/your-labels-make-me-feel-stupid/
http://www.museum-ed.org/best-practices-in-museum-exhibition-writing-2004/


POETRY TO THE RESCUE!

“In its most recent survey…published in 2018, the NEA found that, contrary to the sharp decline it had observed in 
previous surveys, poetry—reports of its death, etc.—had in fact seen a massive rise in popularity. The number of self-
reported poetry readers in the United States nearly doubled from 2012 to 2017…And while growth in poetry 
reading was present across all the demographics …it was young adults who demonstrated the largest and fastest 
increase, with the poetry-reading rate among those aged 18 to 24 more than doubling, from 8.2 percent in 2012 to 
17.5 percent in 2017. And it was women and people of color, in particular, who helped to drive the expansion.”

- By Megan Garber, “Poetry is Everywhere,” The Atlantic, August 20, 2018 
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2018/08/when-poetry-isnt-poetry/567571/

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2018/08/when-poetry-isnt-poetry/567571/


THINGS YOU MIGHT NEED FOR FIGURATIVE & LITERAL HACKING

 Markers

 Rulers

 Scissors & Glue

 Magnetic sheets

 Thesaurus

 An internet connection

 A sense of humor



UNSTICK YOURSELF



KEYWORD POEMS (I.E. SPOT THE INTERPRETIVE THEMES!)

 Go through your chosen exhibit. 

 Pick at least 5 labels, no more than 10.

 Pick at least 3 words that jump out at you from each label. No more than 5. Not all proper nouns. 

 Write all your words on a word list.

 Use that word list to construct a poem.



COURTAULD GALLERY 1



COURTAULD GALLERY 2



COURTAULD GALLERY 3



COURTAULD GALLERY 4



WHAT’S IN YOUR WORD LIST?

 Travelers

 Patterns

 Distance

 Attracted

 Blossoming

 Bent

 Abandoned

 Delicacy

 Parasol

 Projects

 Hazy

 Bequeathed



“IMPRESSIONIST  WANDERLUST” BY MEG WINIKATES

The delicacy of distance projects
hazy happiness on travelers’ abandoned patterns;
pilgrims attracted to blossoming parasols,
the new dust bequeathed them
by bent roads which always curve
towards home again.



WORDCLOUDS

 Take a digital file of all your label copy for an exhibit.  Run it 
through a word cloud generator. 

 See what comes up as your most-used words. 

 Use that word cloud to either: 

 Construct a poem using your most popular words

 Find a different way to say what you want to say without using 
those words

Photo credit: http://www.everydayparticipation.org/theme-details-and-word-clouds/





GENRE-SWAPPING

 How would you re-write this label if you worked for a different kind of museum?

 Art becomes science.

 History becomes children’s.

 Science becomes humanities.

 How would you re-write this label if you were writing for an interstellar (friendly) alien? For someone from a 
different timeline? For your best friend? 





CROSSWORDS

 Concept before vocabulary

 Interactivity makes things ‘sticky’

 Surprise and challenge = emotion and accomplishment

 Great for prototyping explanatory text with visitors: what 
do they remember?



WHAT KEYWORDS WOULD MAKE A GOOD CROSSWORD PAIR?



HOMAGE, PASTICHE, AND BORROWED VOICES

 Dr. Seuss

 Emily Dickinson

 Shakespeare

 Edgar Allen Poe

 Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

 e.e. cummings

 Lin Manuel Miranda

 Langston Hughes

 Maya Angelou

 Gwendolyn Brooks





The soul of this bowl, beneath salad dressing
is a bit of a joke and a bit of a blessing—
containing the wishes of sailors at sea
not to be food for fishes, but winning and free.

“Oh, Admirals!” they say, “Be cunning and wise,
like three Admirals past whose traits we so prize—
If you spy a French vessel we want you to squawk
what you’ve spotted with eyes like a Hawke!

“And no running away, have a heart like a Wolfe,
not a cowardly thumper like Grumpus McGroolf. 
Plus, have Rodney’s spirit!  (By which we mean drink,
but not ‘til you’re tipsy, or we’ll sink, which would stink!)”



BLACKOUT POEMS







COMIC STRIPS

 Ongoing popularity

 Graphic novels

 Web comics

Kate Beaton, Hark A Vagrant, http://www.harkavagrant.com/index.php?id=52



BATH,  ASSEMBLY ROOMS



MAGNETIC POETRY

 Therapy by destruction

 Great way to KonMari your old 
magazines

 Appropriate for ages 6-106

 Can be approximated with post-it 
notes also 





2D & 3D CONSTRUCTIONS



WHEN IN DOUBT…



NEED MORE POETRY IN YOUR LIFE?

 Podcast: “The Slowdown,” by Tracie K. Smith, US 
Poet Laureate

 Rattle Poetry daily newsletter email

 Rattle’s Poets Respond – current events reflected in 
poetry
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